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The systematic study of various mean-values of nonnegative valued functions is

due in large part to the work of J. L. W. V. Jensen [12], A. Kolmogoroff [11], and

B. Jessen [13]. In this paper we present a similar theory of certain means of functions

whose values are taken from a collection of convex bodies in a finite dimensional

Euclidean space. The range of nonnegative valued functions is totally ordered

while the collection of convex bodies to be considered is partially ordered by set

inclusion; corresponding to inequalities, we shall have inclusions, here to be called

inequalities, between mean-values. Thus the discussion will furnish an example of

a partially ordered system whose algebraic and topological structure is sufficient to

admit a fairly elaborate theory of inequalities analogous to that of the real numbers.

The first section is a résumé ofthose parts of the work of Jensen, Kolmogoroff,

and Jessen for which analogues will be developed. §2 treats of pertinent material

about star and convex bodies. Certain families of star bodies and of convex bodies

are defined in the third section; these latter play the role of nonnegative valued

functions. Two systems of power means of such families are described. Each

system is, in its way, analogous to the power means of nonnegative valued func-

tions. In §4 we discuss some special cases of power means including elementary

means and the Riemann-Minkowski integrals of A. Dinghas [2], [3]. Also some

rotation invariants of a convex body are described as power means of special

families determined by the convex body. The fifth section begins with crucial

properties of the means and contains an extremal characterization for the two

systems of means defined in the third section. Analogues of Jensen's and Jessen's

inequalities make up §6. We also mention the limiting cases of power means as the

power index becomes infinite, positively and negatively. As an application of

Jessen's inequality, a Brunn-Minkowski type theorem is proved. In the final

section we discuss some further systems of means of convex bodies.

1. The definition of the elementary power means extends in a natural way to

include power means of certain functions/which have finite, nonnegative values

and whose domain T is a compact topological group equipped with its Haar

measure. If/is bounded and measurable over its domain, its />th power mean is

defined by

(1.1) </\TfV)dt = Mp{f)
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where the integration is extended over the domain off. It is assumed that the Haar

measure is so normalized that if/(r) = 1 over T, we have M1(f)=l. We allow the

index/» to be any number from the set —ooá/?^ +00.

Certain conventions must be adopted in (1.1); these are chosen to preserve

special continuity properties of Mp(f). For/? = 0 we define

Afo(/) = exp f In/(*)*•

Similarly we set

MM) = efTsup/,       M^{f) = effinf/.
r t

Iff vanishes over a set of positive measure, we define Mp(f) = 0 for p^O.

Two particular domains of definition will be of importance: the closed interval

of real numbers t satisfying 0 :£ / <; 1, to be denoted by T1 ; the group Mn of proper,

(i.e., orientation preserving), rotations about the origin of Euclidean «-space Rn.

We view 7\ as a group under the operation of addition modulo one.

The classical inequalities may be described in terms of two inequalities governing

power means. First, Jensen's inequality, cf. Jensen [12], valid for any nonnegative

valued/which is measurable over T:

(1.2) MP(f) á MQ(f)    for p^q.

So, for example, the choice p = 0, q=\ gives the inequality of the arithmetic and

geometric means.

Second, Jessen's inequality, cf. Jessen [13], valid for any nonnegative valued/

which is measurable over Tx T', (T' is also assumed to be a compact, topological

group),

(1.3) <W) ^ MlM'Xf)   forp g q.

For Jessen's inequality M$(f) denotes the function, defined almost everywhere in

T, by

</ jTf>(t,Odt'.

Thus the formation of the right and left sides of (1.3) requires an appeal to Fubini's

theorem in a rather general form, cf. [8, p. 148]. When we choose p= 1 in (1.3), we

obtain the commoner form of Minkowski's inequality; the choice q=\ gives the

remaining cases.

It is a consequence of work of Kolmogoroff [11] and Nagumo [14] that the

means Mp for | /j| < 00 can be characterized by a few simple properties. More

precisely, if M is a functional defined for each nonnegative function / which is

bounded and measurable over 7\, and if M satisfies conditions (1) through (6)

below, then for some real, finite;? we have M(f) = Mp(f) over the domain D of M.
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Let//, and g denote functions in D.

(1) M is continuous; that is, if {/} is a bounded sequence converging pointwise

to/over Tlt then M(f¡) -* M(f).

(2) M is monotonie increasing in the sense that if /(0=g(0 over Tlt then

M(f)<M(g).
(3) M is symmetric; that is if g(t)=/(? + t) for some t in 7i, the addition being

modulo one, then M(f) = M(g).

(4) If f(t)= 1 over rlf then M(/) = 1.

(5) Let T[ be the subinterval rá/ár' of 7\ and set í' = (í-t)/(t'-t). We

define g over 7\ by setting g{t')=f{t) for r in 7^; then we define/ over 7\ by

Mt) = M(g) for r in 71/(/)=/(/) elsewhere. We have M(/) = M(/). This will

be called the composition property.

(6) M is positively homogeneous of degree one; that is, for every A>0, we have

M(\f) = \M(f).
In addition to the references cited, the reader is referred to [9] for details.

2. In the Euclidean space Rn of points (x1,..., x"), the point

(Xx1+fi.y1,...,\xn + fi.yn),

A, ft real, will be written Xx + fiy. If x is not the origin 0, the ray of points of the

form Ax, A>0, will be denoted by Rx. For the inner product x1^1-!- • • • +xnyn we

write (x, y) and ||x|| for the distance (x, x)1'2. E will mean the sphere of points x

for which ||x|| ^ 1. If S is a set, 8S means the boundary of S and S means the

convex closure of S.

Suppose G is a function defined over Rn which satisfies :

(a) G(x)>0ifx/0, G(0) = 0;

(b) G(Ax) = AG(x) for all A>0;

(c) G is continuous for all x.

Then G will be called a distance function for the set of points S such that G(x)^ 1.

S is a star body, by which we mean S is closed, bounded, starlike with respect to

the origin 0 and has 0 as an interior point. From such a set S we can recover its

distance function G by taking G(0) = 0, G(x)= ||x||/||z|| if x^O where z = Rx n dS.

Thus the class of distance functions is in one-to-one correspondence with the class

of star bodies.

If G satisfies (a), (b) and

(c') G(x+>')^G(x)-|-G(>'), then it necessarily satisfies (c). In this case the set S

is a convex body containing 0. Throughout this paper it will be assumed that every

convex body mentioned contains 0. Since it is also true that, if S is convex, its

distance function satisfies (c'), the class of convex bodies is in one-to-one corre-

spondence with the class of distance functions which satisfy (c').

At times we shall have to consider a star body 5 and its convex closure; the

following representation theorem will be of service.
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Theorem 1. Let S be a star body with distance function G, S its convex closure.

The distance function F of S is representable in the form

F{0) = 0,    F(x) = inf {a1G(x1)+ ■ ■ ■ + anG{xn)}    for x ¿ 0,

where the infimum is to be taken over the elements ax,..., «„, xly..., xn such that

x = a1x1+-ha„x„    «1âO,...,o,è01

«!+■•■+«„= 1,   det(x!,.. .,xn) # 0.

For the choices of o^,..., a„ allowed we have

axG(xJ+• ■ ■+ajG(xJ g 0

and so the infimum exists for each .v. Let F' be the function defined by this infimum

when x^Q and take F'(0) = 0. We will show that F'(x) = F(x). Since this is true for

x = 0, we assume from here on that .v#0.

For A>0,

«1G(A.v1)+ • • ■ +anG(\xn) = \[a1G(x1)+ ■ ■ ■ +anG(xn)]

from which it follows that

(2.2) F'(Xx) = \F'(x).

Suppose we have two representations of x, viz.

X = a1.V1+ • • • +anXn = aix'iH- • • ■ +a'nx'n,

where x'j = ÁjXh A;>0, j= I, 2,..., «, and ai,..., a'n satisfy the conditions (2.1).

Since

(a1-a'1\1)x1+-\-(an-a'nXn)xn = 0

and Xi,..., .vn are linearly independent, aj = a'jXj. Moreover, because G satisfies (b),

"fG(x'i) = «iC(A,.v,) = a'jÁjG(Xi) = ajG(Xj);

therefore

(2.3) a1G(xi)+ ■ ■ ■ +anG(xn) = a'1G(x'1)+ ■ ■ ■ +a'nG{x'n).

We shall now prove that if x is in dS, then F\x)= 1. For such an x lies in some

support plane of S; let

(2.4) x = «!*!+•■ •+«„*„

be one representation of x and let aí, ..., x'n be the intersection of the rays

RXi,..., RXn with that support plane. From these points we obtain a second

representation where ai,.. .,a'n, x\, ■.., x'n satisfy the conditions (2.1), xJ=AjX¿,
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A;>0. The points x\,..., x'n are either exterior to or boundary points of S and so

G(xy)è 1 from which it follows that

a'1G(x'1)+---+c4G(x;) ä 1.

With the aid of (2.3), we conclude that F'(x)~¿ 1.

Since x is in dE, there is a representation of the type (2.4) in which xu ..., xv

are in BS and ap + 1= ■ ■ ■ =an = Q. With this choice we get a1G(x1)+ ■ • ■ +anG(xn)=l

and so F'(x) = 1.

Denote by z the point Rx n BS; then x= ||x||z/|z| and

F{x) = ||x||/||z|| = ||x||F'(z)/||z|| = F'(x)

by (2.2) which completes the proof. Note that the infimum is actually an attained

minimum.

The class of star bodies is partially ordered by inclusion; this induces a partial

ordering in the set of distance functions. More precisely, if Sh / = 0, 1, are star

bodies with distance functions G¡, then Sq^Sí and G0(x)^G1(x) over Rn are

equivalent assertions.

The convergence of a sequence {S,} of star bodies to a star body 5 will be defined

as follows. Let G¡ be the distance function of S¡, G that of S. We say {S,} converges

to 5 if {Gj} converges to G uniformly over dE. We next prove a convergence

theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose a sequence {S,} of star bodies satisfies

b0E ç S, S b,E,   0 < b0 á bu   j = 1, 2,...,

and that the corresponding sequence {G,} of distance functions converges uniformly

over BE to a function G. Then {S,} converges to a star body S and G is its distance

function. Moreover the sequence {S,} of convex closures converges to S.

In the first part of the theorem we need only show that G is a distance function.

The distance functions of b¡E are ||x||/¿>¡, hence 0< \/b1-¿Gj(x)e \jb0 over dE

and this must be true for G. Further the positive homogeneity (b) of the functions

Gj entails that of G. Finally the uniform convergence of the continuous function G;

implies the continuity of G over dE. Clearly the homogeneity of G implies its

continuity for all x and from G/0) = 0 we have G(0) = 0. Thus G meets require-

ments (a), (b), (c) as was to be shown.

By Theorem 1, if Fj is the distance function of S¡ and F that of S,

Fj(x) = min [«xGXxO-l- • ■ ■ +<xnGJ(xn)],

F(x) = min [aiG(x!)H-hctnG(xn)]

for x^O where the minima are taken over representations satisfying (2.1). The

convergence assumption, viz. G, —> G over BE, can be written

(2.6) | Gj(x) - G(x) | < £ \\ x ||,   for all ; > N(e) and for all x,
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where N(e) -*■ co monotonically as e -> 0. In (2.5) the minima are attained and so

for each j>N(b0e/b1) we may determine <x'u ..., a'n, x\,..., x'n satisfying (2.1) such

that
Fix) = <xiGv(X) + ■ ■ • +a'nGlx'n);

further let au ..., an, xu .. .,xn satisfy (2.1) and be such that

F(x) = aiG(x1)+-+anG(xn).

First, if F(x) ä F¡(x), we have from the minimal character of F:

0 á F(x)-Fix) í ¿1(G(x'1)-Glx'1))+ ■ • • +an(G(x'n)-Glx'n))

Ú ai|G(xi)-GXxi)| + ■ ■ • +an\G(x'n)-Glx'n)\

è (eb0/b1)(a'1\\x'1\\ + ■ ■ ■ +a'n\\x'n\\)

in virtue of (2.6). By similar reasoning, if F¡(x)^F(x), we deduce from the minimal

character of F¡ and from (2.6) that

0 í Flx)-F(x) á {ebofbJfalxA + ■■■ +«»||jcB||).

In the first case suppose x is on dSt\ then x\,..., x'n can be chosen on dS} and

from the bounds on Sj we have ||xi|| úbu ..., jjjcí,j| ̂b1 and so \F(x) — Flx)\ <eb0.

But then, dividing by |¡x¡| a¿0, (since Sj^b0E), we obtain

(2.7) \F(u)-Flu)\ < s,   for; > 7V(60e/¿i)   and ¡i on 3£.

In the second case, suppose x is on dS; then xu...,xn can be chosen on dS

and, in the same way as before but using the bounds on S, we have (2.7). Therefore

Fj -» F uniformly over BE and so, by the first part of the theorem, since b0E^ S¡

^bxE, we conclude that {5,} converges to S.

Let K be a convex body. In addition to its distance function F, one defines, as a

second characterizing function for K, its support function H over Rn by

H(x) = maxseK (x, z). For each x^O, the half-space h(x) of points y such that

(y, x) S H(x) contains K and its bounding plane contains at least one point of dK.

h(x) is called a supporting half-space of K and its boundary is the support plane of

AT in the direction x. We have K=(~)usSE h(u).

Let y be the intersection of Rx with the support plane in the direction x. An

alternative representation for H is

H(x) = \\x\\ \\y\\,   for x # 0,   H(0) = 0.

If Zt¿0 and w = z/||z||, then z/F(z) = u/F(u). Suppose z is on Rz n K, then F(z)¿ 1

and so for such z (x, z) á (x, u)/F(u) with equality if and only if z is on dK. This

gives yet another useful representation of H, viz.

(2.8) H(x) = max (x, u)/F(u).

The support function of any convex body satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c'). And,

conversely, any function meeting these requirements is the support function of a

convex body.
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Let us suppose that G is a function, defined over Rn, which satisfies (a), (b), (c'):

viewed as a distance function, G determines a convex body K; viewed as a support

function, G determines a second convex body K. K and K are polar reciprocal

with respect to E. In more detail, let x be any point of K other than 0; with x we

associate the half-space (y, x)á 1. K is the intersection of these half-spaces. We

may describe K as the convex closure of its boundary points, i.e., K={J x, where

the union is to be taken over x for which G(x)= 1. In forming K as the intersection

of the half-spaces (y, x) S 1, we may restrict ourselves to those half-spaces corre-

sponding to x on BK. Set w = x/||x||; then G(m)= l/||x|| and so the half-space

(y, x)5¡l is the half-space g(u): {y, u)^G(u). We have

(2.9) <D*r- n *(«).
uedE

Relation (2.9) however remains true even if G satisfies (a), (b), (c) and not (c').

We note that polar reciprocation is involutory, i.e., (K)~ = K.

By a polar reciprocation argument and equation (2.8), we find as another

representation of the distance function F of a convex body K

(2.10) F(x) = max (x, u)/H(u).
uedE

Also by this type of argument we can establish the following

Corollary to Theorem 1. Suppose G is a function satisfying conditions (a), (b),

(c) and suppose K to be the convex body defined by K= (~]uedE #(")• The support

function of K is H defined by

H(x) = inf {«1G(x1)+ • • ■ +<x„G(xn)},   for x ¿ 0,

where au ..., an, xu...,xn satisfy (2.1), and //(0) = 0.

By (2.9) K=\J x where the union taken over all x satisfying G(x)á 1. Then K

is the convex closure of a star body whose distance function is G(x). In virtue of

Theorem I, the distance function of K is the H described in the statement of the

corollary. Therefore this H is the support function of K.

The partial ordering of convex bodies by inclusion induces a partial ordering

among support functions. Thus K0'=,Ki and H0(x)^H1(x) over Rn are equivalent

assertions where H¡ is the support function of K¡. It follows that Ko^Ky is equiv-

alent to K0sKi.

The deviation S defined by

(2.11) 8{K0, KJ = max \H0{v)-HM
veôE

is a metric for the space of convex bodies. This provides a second definition of

convergence which is equivalent to the earlier one applied to the space of convex
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bodies. First note that if F¡ -> F over BE, where F;, Fare the distance functions of

K¡, K, then there are positive numbers bQfib1 such that

that is, over BE

Hence, by (2.8),

b0E £ K, S bxE,       b0E ç K^ bxE,

b0 ê Flu) à bu       b0^ F(u) £ b,.

\Hlv)-H(o)\
(v, u) (v, u)

max \,, ,-max
be F lu)    uedE F(u)

á max |(», «)| \Flu)-F(u)\IFlu)F(u)
uedE

g max|F/u)-F(w)|/¿>?,
uedE

from which it follows that //, -> // uniformly over SF. Similarly, with the aid of

(2.10), we complete the equivalence proof.

The items of background which have been mentioned in this section without

proof can be found in [1] and [10].

3. Suppose F is a real-valued function over RnxT and that F satisfies these

three conditions:

(A) For each x in BE, F(x, t) is measurable over T and b0 á F(x, t)^b1 for some

pair of positive numbers b0, bx independent of x in BE;

(B) For each t in Fand each A>0, F(Xx, t) = XF{x, t);

(C) For each t in F, F(x, t) is continuous over Rn.

These conditions imply that F satisfies (a), (b), (c) for each t; since (B), (C) are

conditions (b), (c), only (a) must be shown. By (B) if x#0,

0<6oW áF(x,0á*i|4-

Hence F(x, /) -»- 0 as x -»- 0 and so, by (C), F(0, t) = 0. This proves (a). In view of

this, with each / in T we may associate a unique star body S(t) in Rn which has

F(x, t) as its distance function. Such a mapping of F into the space of star bodies

will be called a bounded, measurable family S of star bodies over F. The bounded-

ness means, geometrically, that

(3.1) (l/^)£ £ S(t) C (\lh)E

for all i and is a consequence of (A).

Our interest will centre on those cases in which the star bodies S{t) = K{t) are

convex, i.e., when F satisfies

(C) F(x+y, t)tèF(x, t) + F(y, t) for each t in F, in which case (C) is a conse-

quence of (B) and (C)- Under these circumstances we shall call K a bounded,

measurable family of convex bodies over T. Let H(x, t) be the family of support

functions associated with K.
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Theorem 3. In order that K be a bounded, measurable family of convex bodies, it is

necessary and sufficient that the associated support function H(x, t) satisfy conditions

(A), (B), (C).   '

Condition (A) is the only one in question; we must show that H(x, t) is measur-

able over T for each x if and only if this is true of F(x, t). Assume F satisfies (A);

let x be fixed and define over BE x T:

•Kv, t) = (v, x)/F(v, t).

0 is bounded and measurable over F for each v in BE and is continuous in v over BE

for each /. Select a denumerable subset V of BE which is everywhere dense. From

the representation (2.8) of H and the continuity of i/< in v, we have

H(x, t) = sup l/r(l), t).
veV

Such an upper envelope is necessarily measurable, cf. [8, p. 84]. The boundedness

of H(v, t) follows from (3.1), the induced partial ordering of support functions,

and the fact that rE has r\\x\\ as its support function. Hence, if K is a bounded,

measurable family, H(x, t) satisfies (A), (B), (C).

Suppose H(x, t) satisfies (A), (B), (C). Let us consider the polar reciprocal

family K of convex bodies K(t). H(x, t) is the associated distance function for K

and so K is a bounded, measurable family. Consequently, by our preceding

discussion, the associated support function F(x, t) of K satisfies (A), (B), (C).

This completes the theorem, and we have the following corollary.

Corollary to Theorem 3. If either one of the families K, K is bounded and

measurable, so is the other.

From a family S of star bodies we can construct a family K of convex bodies by

taking convex closures, that is S(t) = K(t). The next theorem relates the bounded-

ness and measurability of S and K.

Theorem 4. If S is a bounded, measurable family of star bodies over T, then the

family K of convex closures is a bounded, measurable family of convex bodies over T.

From b0E^S{t)^brE over F we have b0E^S(t)^b1E and so K is bounded.

Let G(x, t) be the distance function of S(t). G satisfies (A), (B), (C). Denote by

F(x, t) the distance function of S(t) = K(t). We must show that F satisfies (A), (B),

(C); the only point in question, however, is the first part of condition (A): we

must show that F(x, t) is measurable over T for each x. Since F(0, t) = 0 for all t,

we may suppose x^O.

Let x be fixed and let X be the space of elements e = (a1,..., an, x1;..., x„)

where «i,..., an, xu.. ,,xn satisfy (2.1). Take as a metric in £

die, e') = |«i-a'i| + ■ ■ • + K-o4| + ¡Xi-x'iH + • • • + ||xn-x;||.

The function

g(e, t) = ajGixu /)+•■ +«nG(*n, t)
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is continuous over 2; let 2' be a denumerable subset of 2 which is everywhere

dense in E. By Theorem 1, and this continuity of g, F(x, t) = infee^ g(e, t). Since

g{e, t) is measurable over T for each e, F(x, t) as a lower envelope is measurable

over F for each x.

Suppose S is a bounded, measurable family of star bodies; the distance function

F which is associated with S satisfies (A) over F for each x#0 and, therefore, so

do the functions F", In F where 0< \p\ ¿co. Consequently, the means

Mt{F{x, t)) = MP(F)

exist for each ,v^0 in Rn and all p. The conventions adopted in the definition (1.1)

of these means take care of the case .v = 0.

From their definitions we see directly that the functions MP(F) satisfy conditions

(a) and (b). They also satisfy (c). Suppose p^O or ±oo and that {x,} is a sequence

of points of Rn with limit x#0. There are numbers r, R such that 0<rfi ¡|x,|| fíR

for all but a finite number of indices. Set/f(t) = Fp(Xj, t); then

0 < f(t) á (RbiY   forp > 0,       0 < f(t) á {rb0y   for p < 0.

By Lebesgue's convergence theorem and condition (C)

lim   f fit) dt =  [ F"(x, t) dt
;'-»oc  Jt Jt

and the continuity of z1'" in z completes the demonstration of (c) for these cases.

If {x,} tends to 0, we have for \\x,\\ #0,

0 â MÍ{F{xh t)) = \\xu\MmXil\xA, t)) S Mx,|,

these estimates are also true for Ha;|| =0 and so, in this instance,

lim M&Fixj, 0) = Mi(F(0, t)) = 0.

Thus MP(F) is continuous for all x when 0< \p\ <oo. The special cases p = Q or ±oo

can be treated similarly.

Consequently with each bounded, measurable family S of star bodies over F

and eachp we may associate a/;th order mean star body mp(S(t)) = mp(S), namely

one whose distance function is M_P(F).

When p~i\, the function MP(F) satisfies (a), (b), (c') if we suppose F satisfies

(A), (B), (C). Condition (C) is the only one in question and, by Minkowski's

inequality and (B), (C):

M*{F(il-&)x0+9x1, t)) g MÜ(l -ff)F(x0, t)+*F{xu 0)

S (1 -&)MÍ(F(x0, t)) + &MÍ(F(xu 0)

= M*(F((l-&)x0, t)) + MXF(&Xl, i))

for0á*ál.
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We set x=(l — #)x0, y = &Xx and obtain

MXF(x+y, t)) â M¿(F(x, t)) + M^F(y, '))•

Therefore, whenever K is a bounded, measurable family of convex bodies, the

sets mp(K) are convex bodies for p S — 1. In general this will not be true for p > — 1.

For the family K we define a collection of means MP(K), which are convex bodies

for all /j, by taking Mp(K) = mp(K). For the rest of the paper, unless the contrary

is stated, we shall suppose -oo</?<oo. In terms of the distance function F(x, t),

the set MP(K) is the convex closure of the set of points x which satisfy

(3.2) Mi„(F{x,t))Sl.

A second family of means will be introduced next. Again we suppose K to be

bounded and measurable. By the corollary to Theorem 3 we know that K is also a

bounded, measurable family and so we may form the means M-P(K) for each p.

We define our second set of means MP(K) by

(3.3) M&K(t)) = MP(K) = [^-P(K)]-.

If we replace K by K in (3.3) and take polar reciprocals of each side, we obtain

(3.4) M.P(K) = MP(K),

in virtue of the involutory character of polar reciprocation.

There is an alternate and more direct representation of A/P(K) in terms of the

associated support function H(x, t). By Theorem 3, H satisfies (A), (B), (C) and

so we may form the means MP{H). These means satisfy (a), (b), (c); hence MP{H)

is the distance function of w_p(K). The convex closure MP(K) is U x where the

union need only be taken over all x for which Mp(H(x, t))= 1.

By (2.9) and (3.3)

(3.5) (0 x)- =  H A(«) - MP{K),
uedE

where h(u) is the half-space (x, «) í¡ Mp(H(u, ?))•

In general MP{H) is not the support function of MP(K); it is, however, if p^ 1.

4. Some specialized cases of the means introduced in the preceding section will

be taken up next.

The means Mp and Mp of convex bodies in R± are particularly simple. A convex

body K in Rx is a closed interval; we require K to contain the origin and so K is a

set of points x which satisfy -a^x^b, where a>0, b>0. The distance and

support functions of K are F and H defined by

F(x) = \x\/b,       H{x) = |x|¿,   when x ^ 0,

F(x) = |x|/a,       H(x) — \x\a,   when x ^ 0.

From this we see that if K is a family of convex bodies K(t): —a(t)^x^b(t),
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t in F, then, in order that K be a bounded, measurable family, it is necessary and

sufficient that the functions a, b be measurable over F and satisfy

0 < r Ú a(t) ^ R,       0 < r á b(t) S R

for some constants r, R. Further, if K is a bounded, measurable family, the means

MP(K) and j^p(K) coincide; indeed they are the interval — Mp(a(t))^x^ Mp(b(t)),

since M-p(\x\/a(t)) = \x\IMp(a(t)), and similarly for b.

The next special instance is that of elementary means. We call a family K of

convex bodies in Rn piecewise constant over F if there is both a decomposition of

Finto a finite number of disjoint, measurable subsets t0, t1, ..., rr and a collection

of convex bodies K0, Kx,..., Kr such that K{t) = Kf for all t in rt, j=0, 1,..., r.

Clearly such families are bounded and measurable. Let A, be the measure of t¡;

then A0 + XY + ■ ■ ■ + Xr = 1 and

Mlp{H{x, 0) = [X0Hg(x) + X1H?(x)+ ■ ■ • +Ar//r"(x)]1'"

when p^O. Here H¡ is the support function of K¡. If/? = 0, we have

M¿(H(x, t)) = Hè°(x)HH*)- ■ • HrHx).

For piecewise constant families, (which without loss of generality will be assumed

defined over Fj), we write

MP(K) = MP(K0, Ku...,Kr; A0, Al5. .., Ar).

These are the elementary means of finite collections of convex bodies. If r=l, we

set A1 = # and A0= 1 -& and write MP(K) = MP(K0, A*; &).

Similarly, for general r, we write

¿TP(K) = MlK0, Ku...,Kr; A0, Alf..., Ar)

and, for r= 1, 7l/p(K) = 1ÜP(K0, K,;»).

The elementary means Mp are discussed for p^ 1 in [4]; the elementary means

A^P for/7^ — 1 are discussed in [5]. In the latter paper, the index/» equals the index

—p of the present paper.

The elementary mean A/1(Ar0, Kx,..., Kr; A0, A1(..., Ar) is of classical importance

being the weighted vector or Minkowski sum X0K0-\-XiK1+ ■ ■ ■ +XTKT which is

the set of points x of the form A0x0 + Xxxx + ■ ■ ■ + Xrxr where x¡ is in K,. This

follows from the fact that the Minkowski sum so defined has the support function

A0tf0 + A1//1+ • • • +XrHr, cf. [1, p. 29].

More generally the mean M^K) is connected with the Riemann-Minkowski

integral of A. Dinghas [2], [3]. Here we suppose K to be a bounded family of

convex bodies in Rn with domain Fj. Let t be any closed subinterval which contains

t and let \t\ be its length. We define the limit oscillation of K at r to be

o(t) = lim [sup 8(K(t'), K(t"))].
IH-0 If.t-et J
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Let n be a decomposition of T± into disjoint intervals t0, ru ..., rr; let A; = \t¡\

and t¡ be some point in r}. Finally set ¡|I1|| =max {A;}. If

lim  [X0K(t0) + XyKih) +■■■+ XrK(tr)]
linii-o

exists, then, following Dinghas, this limit is the Riemann-Minkowski integral of K

over Fj and is denoted by

J(K) = f  dtK(t).

The preceding definition can have meaning if K is a family of closed, bounded

and nonempty sets in Rn, providing we replace each K(t,) by its convex hull or,

what comes to the same thing here, its convex closure. This is Dinghas' procedure

for such K. We restrict our considerations to families of convex bodies, however.

Dinghas proved that if the set Q(K) of r-values at which a>(/)>0 has zero

measure, then J(K) exists. We shall prove

Theorem 5. 7/K is a bounded family of convex bodies over the interval Tx and if

fí(K) is of zero measure, then the means MP(K) and MP(K) exist for all real p and

Mi(K) = f  dtK(t).

From the definition of the deviation S we see that the vanishing of the limit

oscillation is equivalent to

lim [sup /max \H(u, t')-H{u, t")\\] = 0
li¡-0  [t'.fei \uedE !\

or

lim [ sup |77(x, t')-H(x, t")\] = 0
|i|-0  Yt'.V'ez 1

for each x in Rn. This is to say that, for each x, 7/(x, t) is continuous at t if and

only if cu(?) = 0. Hence the condition that Ü(K) be of zero measure amounts to this:

the set of t-values at which H(x, t) is discontinuous is of zero measure. By assump-

tion 77(x, t) is bounded in t for each x. These conditions insure the Riemann

integrability of 77(x, /) over Tt and so suffice for its measurability. From Theorem 3

it follows that K is a bounded and measurable family; this establishes the first

conclusion.

To demonstrate the second conclusion, we assume 7(K) and Mj(K) exist, the

former being the limit of approximating sums M^Kq, Kx,..., Kr; A0, Al7..., Ar).

These last convex bodies have support functions

X0H(x, r0) + Ai//(x, ííH • • • +Ar//(x, tr)

which tend to M^H) because 77(x, t) is Riemann integrable over 7\. Since M^H)

is the support function of A/^K), J(K) = M1(K).
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In what follows the domain F is again general.

Let p-K signify the image of set K under a rotation p from ÛI'„; we denote by

P • K the family of images of members of K under p. If G is the support or distance

function of K and G' the corresponding function for p-K, then G'(x) = G(p~l ■ x)

for all x in Rn. From this it follows immediately that the means Mp and IÜP are

isotropic, by which we mean that if M is any one of these means, then

P-M(K) = M(pK).

We next consider sections by and projections onto a linear subspace. Suppose

L{uu u2, ■ ■., ur)=L is the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by the.

orthonormal vectors uu u2, ■ ■ -, ur, l£r£n —1. K/L will mean the orthogonal

projection of K onto L. The families K* and K* defined by

(4.1) K*(t) = K(t) n L,   and   K*(t) = K(t)/L

are to be thought of as families of convex bodies in L. The distance function of K*

is the restriction of F(x, t) to points x in L, and the support function of K* is the

restriction of H(x, t) to such points. Therefore if K is a bounded and measurable

family in Rn, K* and K* are bounded and measurable families in L. Consequently,

the existence of the means of K entails the existence of the means of K* and K*

in L.

Suppose A" is a fixed convex body and F(x) its distance function. We form the

family K defined over the rotations p of 8#n by K(p) = pK. Note that the distance

function of K(p) is Fix, p)=F(p'1x). We next form MP(K); this is the convex

closure of the star body whose distance function is M-p(F(p~lx)). But the star

body in question is a sphere because, if p0 is any rotation

Mtjfíp-W*)) = M'_p(F(p-l.x)),

i.e., the star body is invariant under all rotations. Hence M£p(F(/>_1-x)) is the

distance function of the sphere MP(K); let fv be the radius of the sphere. We have

rp = \/Mïp(F(p-iUl))

where ux is any fixed unit vector.

This radius can be described more simply. Consider an orthonormal system of

n — 1 vectors, the first of which is ult say wl5 u2,..., wn_i. There is a one-to-one

correspondence between the rotations p'1 and the orthonormal systems p'1-^,

P~l-u2, ■ ■., p~l-un. Moreover, with each of these latter systems we may associate

a point v = (vi, v2, ■ ■ -, t'n-i) in BEn x 8En_1 x • • • x BE2 where Ek is the unit sphere

in Rk centered at the origin. We effect this by taking the end point of p~1-ui to be

the point t»! in BEn; then p'l-u2 is in the orthogonal complement of ul7 hence its

endpoint v2 lies in BEn.1 and so on. In this way we establish a bicontinuous, one-

to-one correspondence between the rotations p'1 and the points of SFnxSFn_1

x • • • x BE2, cf. [10, pp. 226-227]. We set doj = dcnn dc¡)n-1 ■ ■ ■ da>2 where dojk is the
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differential of surface area of 8Ek and <ok is its total area. Write F(v1)=l/f(v1);

f{vx) is the distance from the origin to BK in the direction pl. Then

Mtp(F(p-i-Ul)) = f-!- f    [ • • f    f\v¡) d«>n dm».!- ■ do>2] ' UP,
K^n-r • -"»2 JdEnJdE„.1 JdE2 J

or 'V = ^/[Jef;„/p(i>i) dwjwn]. In particular

(4.2) rn = ^[nF(tf)K]

where V(K) is the volume of K; M°(pK) is a sphere of the same volume as K.

The quantities r are rotation invariants of K; we write fp{K).

A corresponding collection of set functions rp{K) can be introduced with the aid

of the means Mp. We form MP(K); note that MP(K) = Mp(p0- K) = p0- MP(K) for

each p0 in ¡3tn and so conclude that MP(K) is a sphere whose radius we denote by

rp. We have

rp = MKHip-i-uJ) = ^U     h'ivjdojœ^

as before, where 7F(x) is the support function of K and h(vx) the distance from the

origin to the support plane of .Kin the direction of t>i. In particular r1(K) = B(K)/2

where B(K) is the mean width of K; Mf(p-K) is a sphere of the same mean width

as Tí:.

The set functions V(K) and cunB(K)/2n are two particular mean cross-sectional

measures (Quermassintegral). More generally, if we consider Steiner's polynomial

expression for V(K+ XEn), viz.

V(K+XEn)= J (")wp(K)X",
P = 0   \PI

then the coefficient WP(K) is called the pth mean cross-sectional measure of K.

In particular, if we set Kn = ion/n, then

W0{K) = V(K),    Wn^(K) = KnB(K)/2,    Wn{K) = Kn.

Thus we may write

ÑÍÍP K) = nW0(K)/Kn)En,       Ml{pK) = {Wn_xiTC)/^)^.

The first of these formulae will be generalized.

Let «i,..., w„-i be a fixed orthonormal system of vectors and p a rotation in

31 n; we write vt for p~l-uu i= 1,..., n- 1. If Ln_p is the linear subspace orthogonal

tOMj,..., Up, then p-Ln.p is orthogonal to i)lt..., vp. The convex bodies K/p-Ln_p

make up a family in Rn-P defined over 3#n. Equally well, we may take the domain

of the family to be the set BEn x BEn _ j x • • • x dE2 in virtue of our earlier remarks.

Clearly the family is bounded and measurable.
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For the moment write V{i\,..., vp) for V(K/p-Ln-p). By repeated applications

of Kubota's formulae, cf. [1, p. 49] and [6], we obtain

WP{K) = -Y-- f    ■■■[ V(Vl,...,vp) dcon(Vl)■■■dwn_p + ¿vj,
'"»■ ■ -Wn-p + lKn-p JBE„ JdE„-p+l

p = 1,2,.. .,n-\,

where dœn_k(vk + 1) indicates that that integration is with respect to vk + 1 over the

spherical surface BEn_k of dimension n—k—l, and y is a constant independent of

K. Since V{i\,..., t>„) does not depend on rp + 1,..., i\ we may carry out further

integrations and represent Wp{K)jy as

-!-  f      . . . f       ^. »') dcon(lh) ■ ■ ■ dœ2(vn _ J.
«"»"•^ JdE„ JêE2 Kn-p

These integrations can be viewed as an integration over the rotation group 'Mn.

We use next (4.2) and obtain

l^p(K)Mmn-p) = M^p(rn.p(K/p-Ln.p)).

Consider the sphere [Wp(K)/y]1Kn~p)En_p; from the preceding we see that if,

over 0in, we define the family C of spheres in 7?„_p by C(p) = rn.p(K/p-Ln.p)En_p,

then

(4.3) [ Wp(K)M1Kn - p)En _ P = MU. P(C).

In turn, by the remark following (4.2)

(4.4) C(p)= Kfi.p(p'-[K/P-Ln.p])

where p is in that rotation subgroup -^-P of ¡Mn each element of which transforms

p-Ln_p into itself. For this reason we may write p ■ K/p-Ln^p for p'-[K/p-Ln_p].

Taken together, (4.3) and (4.4) yield

(4.5) [H/p(/0/y]1«^ ">£„_„ = MZ-p(M£ip{p'-K/p-Ln-p))

as a representation for the mean cross-sectional measures when p= Ï, 2,...,«— 1.

The constant y is easily seen to be WP{E) = «•„.

5. We begin this section with a list of seven properties of the means Mp and Mp

which are analogues of the characterizing properties (1) through (6), listed in §1,

of power means of nonnegative valued functions over Tx. In each case the analogue

is the rather obvious one except that for property (6) there are two equally natural

analogues, both of which are listed.

We use M to signify either Mp or Mp for some fixed p. The domain of definition

Dp of M is the set of all bounded, measurable families of convex bodies in Rn,

except in property (II) a somewhat wider class of families is considered. The proof

of those properties which are marked with an asterisk will not depend on the
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special structure of Tx ; these properties are valid with F written for Fj, except (III)

must be modified as noted.

(I)* M is continuous; that is if {K;} is a bounded sequence of families in Dn

which converges to a family A in the sense that

lim h{Klt), K(t)) = 0   for each t in Tu

then Kis in Dn and lim,-,,*, M(Kj) = M(K). Here the boundédness of the sequence

{Kj} means that there are positive numbers b0 and bx such that b0EçKlt)Ç:b1E

for ally and all /. We revert to the earlier notation of F for En.

(II)* M is monotonie increasing in the sense that M(K')£M(K) whenever

K'(t)^K(t) over T1. We assume K' is in Dm, K is in Dn; the possibility that m<n

is specifically included.

(Ill)* M is symmetric in the following sense. Suppose K is in Dn. As in (3) set

K'(t) = K(t + T) where' ris some fixed element of Tu the addition being modulo one.

K' is in Dn and M(K') = M(K).

Note. If Fj is replaced by a general, compact topological group F, then t + r is

to be understood as the composition of t with t in either order. Commutativity

is not assumed, of course.

(IV)* If K(t) = E over Tu then M(K) = E.

(V)* M has the composition property for families K in Z)j. By this we mean that,

in the notation of condition (5), if C(t') = K(t), M(C) = C and K'(t) = C over T¡

while K'(t) = K(t) otherwise, then M(K') = M(K). It must be noted that K is in Dx;

necessarily this is true for C and K'.

(Via)* M is positively homogeneous of degree one; that is, for every constant

A>0, we have M(XK) = XM(K) for each K in Dn.

(VIb)* Suppose A is a real-valued, measurable function over Tx satisfying

0<A0^A(i)^A1. If AT is a convex body and K(t) = X(t)K, then K is in Dn and

M(K)=/xAfor some constant /x>0.

Certain of these properties follow immediately from the representations (3.2)

and (3.3) or (3.5) of the means Mp and JMP, and the correspondingly numbered

properties from the set (1) through (6). This surely applies to (III), (IV), and (Via).

With respect to the more general form of (III), in which F replaces Tu we need only

remark that the translation-invariant character of the Haar measure insures that

(3) is tfalid for nonnegative valued functions over T.

Property (I) requires somewhat more discussion. Let Hlx, t) and H(x, t) be the

support functions of K¡{t) and K(t). The convergence of {K;} to K means that for

each / we have linr,^» //¡(x, t)=H(x, t) uniformly for x in BE.

In discussing the deviation S in the second section, we noted that this is equivalent

to the assertion that, for each t, linr,.^ F/x, r) = F(x, t) uniformly for x in BE,

where F,(x, t) and F(x, t) are the distance functions of Kit) and K(t). For each x,

F(x, t) is necessarily measurable over Tlt cf. [8, p. 84] and 0< l//\^F(x, t)¿l/b0
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for x in BE. This insures the existence of the mean MLp(F(x, /)) and, by Lebesgue's

bounded convergence theorem, we have

lim Míp(Flx, t)) = M'.p(F(x, t)).
i -»00

This convergence is uniform for x in BE. Hence, by the first part of Theorem 2, the

sequence of associated star bodies {mp(K;)} converges to mp(K). We now apply the

second part of Theorem 2 and conclude that this is true for the convex closures,

i.e., lim^x Jl/P(K;) = A/P(K).

To complete the proof of property (I), we observe that the preceding argument

can be applied again with the functions Hlx, t), H(x, t) viewed as distance

functions of the polar reciprocal bodies Kit), K(t). For the measurability of the

families we appeal to Theorem 3. Hence lim,-.«, A/_P(K;) = A/_P(K). In turn,

this implies by polar reciprocation and (3.3) that lim;_x MP(K;) = MP(K).

Although this settles the continuity property (I), it is convenient at this point to

call attention to a more inclusive continuity result. Suppose {K,}, K have the

same meaning as before and that {p,} is a sequence of real numbers which converges

to p. Then

lim A/P,(K;) = MP(K),    lim MP,(K,) = MP(K).
j -» CO j -* 00

The proof is much the same, but with the alteration that we consider the sequence

{MLp¡{Flx, t))} in lieu of (5.1). Since the powers and roots of a nonnegative

number depend continuously on that number, no new difficulty presents itself.

Two special cases will be of later use. First, by taking all the families K; to be K,

we conclude that MP(K) and MP(K) are continuous in p. Second, we take two

bounded sequences of convex bodies, say {Af¿;)} and {K[i)} which we suppose

converge to convex bodies KQ and Kx. Let {B¡} be a convergent sequence from T1.

We define K, by

Kit) = KP   for 0 á i ^ O»       Kit) = K[n   for 6, < t è 1

if 0,<1 and Kj(t) = K¡)i) for 0£t£l if 6f=l. In this case we conclude that the

elementary means MP(K0, Kx ; &) and MP(K0, Kx ; &) are continuous in

e = (p, &, K0, KJ

in the sense of the metric

d(e,e) = \p-p'\ + \9-&'\ + 8(K0,KÓ) + 8(KuK0.

The monotonicity property (II) is simply shown when K, K' are both families of

convex bodies in Dn. Thus K'(t)^K{t) implies F'(x, 0 àF(x, r) over /?„ x ^ ; by (2)

A/(_„(F(x, f)) à Mlp(F(x, f))

and so, by (3.2) MP(K') s ^P(K). The proof for Mp is similar. These proofs fail if

K' is in Dm where m< n and so we must proceed differently.
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Suppose L is the linear, w-dimensional space which contains K'; we have for

allí

K'(t) CM = K\t) £ K*(t) = K(t) n L.

By the preceding argument M(K')iM(K*) and so we need show only that

M(K*)ZM(K).
For M=MP we have: y is a point of MP(K*) if y is in 7- and y is in the convex

closure of those x in L for which Mlp(F(x, f))= 1- Thus y is in A/P(K) as was to be

shown.

If M=Mp we argue in another fashion. We begin with a preliminary item. Let K

be a convex body, 77 its support function in L, i.e., 77 is defined over L. We extend

the domain of definition of 77 to Rn as follows. Let y be any point in Rn, y* its

projection onto L. If j^^O, set u=y*l \\y*\\; we set

H(y) = H(u)(u, y),   when y* # 0,

H(y) - 0, when y* = 0.

This extension yields the support function of K considered as a degenerate convex

body in Rn, that is: a point x of Rn is in /Í if and only if

(5.2) (x, v) Ú H(v)   for all v in BE.

First suppose x satisfies these inequalities. Choosing any v orthogonal to L we

get (x, v) = 0 and so x must be in L. We see that x must be in K by restricting v to

dFnL.

On the other hand, suppose x is in K. If v is not orthogonal to L we write

v = w+(u, v)u where w is orthogonal to L and u = v*l\\v*\\. Then

(x, i') = (x, w) + (u, v)(x, u) á H(u){u, v) = H(v),

since (x, w) = 0. If » is orthogonal to L, (x, t;) = 0 = H(v). Thus in either case (5.2)

is satisfied.

Let 77* be the support function of K* in L. We extend the domain of 77* to

RnxT± according to (5.1). We form MP(H*(x, /)) = *(x) for x in L. The inter-

section over all « in BE O L of the half-spaces of L described by (x, «) ̂  3>(m) is

MP(K*). We also extend the domain of <t> to Rn by (5.1). When we keep in mind

the convention that Mp(/) = 0 if/vanishes over Fj even forp^O, we see that

4>(y) = *(«)(ii,^) = Mp(H*(u, t){u,y)) = Mp(H*(y, t))

for all y in 7\n since (u, /)ä0. Hence the half-spaces

(x, v) ^ MP(H*(v, 0),   v in OF,

intersect to form Afp(K*).
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Every supporting half-space of K(t) contains K*(t). Therefore we have for the

extended support function of K*(t):

H*(y,t)úH(y,t)   over RnxTx.

Hence

MP(H*{y, i)) Ú MP(H(y, t))   over Rn.

This shows that the supporting half-spaces of MP(K) contain MP(K*) and so

MP(K*)£MP(K).

The proof of (V) is not difficult, but its restricted character warrants comment.

We have observed in §4 that the convex bodies which make up a family K in Dx

are the intervals — a(t)^x^b(t) where a, b are positive, bounded and measurable

over Fj, and further that MP(K), MP(K) are equal to the interval

-MP(a(0) â x ^ MP(b(t)).

Since property (5) holds for means of real-valued functions, (V) is established.

Property (V) does not hold generally for families in Dn for «3:2. More precisely,

we shall show the following. Suppose K is in Dn; we form K' as described in (V)

and (5). Then, for k^2,

(5.3) M„(K') £ A/P(K),   with equality for p ^ 1,

(5.4) MP(K') 2 MP(K),   with equality for p £ -1,

and there can be inequality for the other cases.

Consider the second inequality. In the notation of (5), let

T0(x) = [^ F-'(x,t')dt'/(T'-T)Y

The set MP(C) = C is the convex closure of the set S of points x for which T"0(x) ̂  1.

Let x¥1 be the distance function of C; then

(5.5) Yx(x) è *Fo(x)

since S^C. There can be inequality only if p> — 1. We now form

G(x, t) = F(x, i),   for í in Fj - T[,

= ¥,(*),     for/inFi,   1-0,1.

We have from property (5): M-P(G0) = M-P(F), and from (5.5):

Af_p((?o)£ */_,((/!).

The means MP(K') and MP(K) are respectively the convex closures of the sets of

points x for which Mijiß^x, t))¿í and Mlp(G0(x, t))^l, from which (5.4)

follows with the possibility of inequality only if p> — 1.

That the latter possibility can be realized is shown by the following example

involving elementary means. Let K be the convex closure of the points (±1,0),
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(0, ± a) of R2 where 0 < a < 1. Take p to be a rotation of the plane about the origin

through 7r/4 radians. We form

K0 = MP{K, p2-K; 1/2),   Ki = MP{K0, PK; 1/3),

K2 = MP(K, p-K, p*K; 1/3, 1/3, 1/3).

A direct computation shows that if x¡ is on 8Kiy /= 1, 2 and also on the ray from

(0,0) through (1, 1), then

IM = [(l+aO/3]1" > [(l+a2)/3Y<> = \\x2\\

where

ai = (a'+l)/!"2 > 21+p/V/(l+ap) = a2

whenp> — 1. Thus K2^>K1.

The inequality (5.3) can be treated by similar arguments.

As for condition (VIb), take H(x) and F(x) to be the support functions of K;

then those of K{t) are \{t)H{x) and F(x)/A(i) respectively. Therefore

MP(H(x, t)) = H(x)Mp(X(t)),   Mlp(F(x, t)) = F(x)/MP(A(/)).

These two functions satisfy (a), (b), (c') and so, regardless of the value of/?, they

are the support and distance functions of MP(K) and Aifp(K). Consequently we have

(5.6) MP(K) = MP(K) = p.K,       /x = MP(A(0).

The remainder of this section will be devoted principally to a characterization of

the power means Mp and A/p. Let us regard these means as functions which

associate with each member of Dn a convex body in Än, for n = l, 2,.... These

functions satisfy conditions (I) through (VIb). The characterization we have in

mind is this. Suppose M is any function which associates with each member of Dn

a convex body in Rn for n— 1, 2,.... Further, assume M satisfies conditions (I)

through (VIb). Then there is a real number p such that, for each n and each family

K in Dn we have: A^ÍK)£M(K)£MP(K). In this light, the means Mp and Mp

appear as the extremal functions among those considered. In a subsequent section

we shall construct examples of means of an intermediate nature.

As a beginning we give a direct proof that, for a bounded, measurable family K

of convex bodies over T, we have

(5.7) ¿rp(K) £ MP(K).

Let H{x, t), F(x, /) be the support and distance functions of K(t). Choose v in BE

and let x{t) be the intersection of the ray Rv with 8K(t). If y^O is on Ä„, we have

fCMJHMI/IWOIIandso

Mlp(F(x, t)) = b||/MÍ(||x(0||).

mp(K) is the star body whose distance function is M-P(F); we choose y to be the
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intersection of Rv with 8mp(K). Consequently MLp(F(y, t))=l and so

\\y\\ = MP(\\x(t)\\).

It follows that, for any vector u,

(y, u) = \\y\\(u, v) = sgn (u, t;)MP(|(x(i), k)|).

By our choice of x we have

(x(f), u) = sgn (u, v)\(x(t), a)| ^ H(u, t),

therefore (y, ú) á MP(H(u, t)) for all u in BE.

Thus y is a point of MP(K) and so we have wp(K)sMp(K). We take convex

closures on both sides; since mp(K) = Mp(K) this gives (5.7).

Inequality (5.7) will not be used in the proof of the characterization theorem;

that theorem gives a second proof for the special case of families in Dn.

Some cases of equality in (5.7) can be described easily: there is equality if, for

some convex body K, K(t) = X(t)K almost everywhere in T.

We shall call M a power mean if it associates with each n and each K in Dn a

convex body M(K) in Rn in such a way that conditions (I) through (VIb) are

fulfilled.

Let us first consider means of families K in D1; as we have noted earlier K(t) is

the interval

(5.8) -a{t) ¿ x ¿ b{t)

where a, b are bounded, measurable, positive functions which are bounded away

from zero. We now prove:

Theorem 6. 7/ K is the bounded, measurable family of convex bodies in Rl

described by (5.8) and M is a power mean, then M(K) is the interval

-Mp{a{t)) ^ x ¿ Mp(b(t))

for some index p which is independent of K.

First suppose K has the special form

(5.9) K(t) = a(t)K

where K is the closed interval - 1 gx¿c, for some c>0. By property (VIb), M(K)

is the interval -/x^x^/ic, where p. = p.(a(t)) is a functional depending only on a(t).

We claim that ¡x satisfies conditions (1) through (6). When the families K, Ky, K'

in TA are of the restricted type (5.9), we see that the following assertions are true

over TV: {KJ converges to K if and only if {a,(r)} converges to a{t); K'{t)^K{t)

if and only if a'(t)fía(t); AK is the family determined by Xa(t) when K is deter-

mined by a(t); K(t) = K for some fixed convex body 7Í if and only if a(t) is constant.

With the aid of these observations and the assumption that M(K) satisfies (I)

through (VIb), it is routine to verify that ¡j. satisfies (1) through (6).
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Therefore, by the characterization theorem for power means of functions in D,

we conclude that ¡x{a(t)) = MP(a(t)) for some real index p which does not depend

on a(t). Consequently, if K is of the special form (5.9), then M(K) is the interval

-MP(a(t)) <, x í cMP(a{t)).

In view of property (6) applied to the right-hand side of the preceding inequality,

we see that the theorem is true for families of the special form (5.9).

Now consider a family in Dx of the general form (5.8). Let cu i=0, 1, be positive

constants such that

(5.10) c0a(t) á b{t) Ú c,a{t)

over Ti. We define the families K¡ to be the intervals

Kit): -a(t) ï x á Cia(t).

From (5.10) it follows that A"0(i)£K(t)^Kx(t) over Tx and so, by property (II),

M(K0)£M(K)£M(K1).

Since K¡ are of the special form (5.9), the sets M(K¡) are the intervals

-Mp(a(t)) á x ^ cMWt)).

Therefore, if M(K) is the interval: -a^x^ß, then, by using (II), we conclude that

a = Mp{a{t)). Hence the left end point of A/(K) has the form asserted in the theorem.

We interchange the roles of left and right boundaries, repeat the argument and

thereby complete the proof of the theorem.

Let M be a power mean; we define the conjugate of M to be M' described by

M'(K) = M(K) where K is in Dn. It is clear from Theorem 3 that M' is defined

for all K in £>„.

Theorem 1. If M is a power mean, so is its conjugate AT. The conjugate of M'

is M.

The last assertion is a direct consequence of the involutory nature of polar

reciprocation, viz.

m"(k) = [M'(K)r = j#([£rr = w).

We must show that M' satisfies conditions (I) through (VIb).

I. If {Kj} has limit K, then {K;} has limit K because the hypothesis implies the

convergence of the support functions Hlx, t) to H(x, t), uniformly over x in BE

as j tends to infinity for each t in T1. In turn, this implies the same sort of con-

vergence of the distance functions F,(x, t) to F(x, t) by the remarks at the end of

§2. Therefore, since M satisfies (I), lim;J0O M(R,) = M(K). By the same type of

convergence argument applied to the sequence {M(K,)}, we conclude

lim M\K,) = lim A/(K;) = M(K) = M'(K).
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II. If K'(t)çK(t) over TV, then k'(t)=>R(t), and so M(K')2M(K) by property

(II). Take polar reciprocals to finish the proof.

Conditions (III) and (IV) are immediate.

V. We begin with a family K in Dx of the form (5.8). Then K(t) is the interval

— l/a(F)^x^ l/b(t), and so, by Theorem 6, M(K) is the interval

-Mp(\Kt)) ^ x Ú MliMbit)).

Therefore, by taking polar reciprocals, we find that M'(K) is the interval

-MIMO) ^xí MIMO).

Since M_p as a mean of functions over D enjoys the composition property (5),

M'(K) has the composition property (V).

Via. If K'(t) = XK(t) for a constant A>0, then t(t) = (l/X)k(t). Consequently

M'(K') = [(l/A)M(K)r = AM(K) = AM'(K).

VIb. The proof is similar to that of (Via); we begin with K(t) = (\/X(t))k and so

A7(K) = (l/jLt')7v for some constant ¡m' >0 by property (VIb). Thus

M(K) = M'(K) = ¿K.

This completes the proof of Theorem 7. By way of example, (3.3) asserts that

the conjugate of the power mean M-P(K) is MP(K).

As further preparation for the characterization theorem, we shall establish the

following inequalities, valid for any power mean M. K is in Dn and L is a linear

subspace of Rn. In the notation of (4.1):

(5.11) M*(K)2M(K*),

(5.12) M*(K) s M(K*).

From the monotonicity property (II) of M we have A/(K)^M(K*) and M(K*)

is in L. Hence Af*(K)= [Af(K*)]* = M(K*), which proves (5.11).

Suppose K is a convex body in Rn and 77 is its support function; then (7C)*

has a distance function which is the restriction of 77 to points in L. Consequently

(5.13) (K*r - (*)*•

A similar argument applied to the distance function of K shows that

(5.14) (K*r = (K)*.

The polar reciprocations on the left are with respect to the unit sphere in L, viz.

£*=£*

We use these relations to deduce (5.12) from (5.11) by a polar reciprocation

argument. By Theorem 7 we may introduce the conjugate mean M' and, from

(5.11) applied to the family K, we have [M'(K)]*2M'([K]*). Taking polar re-

ciprocals, we reverse this inequality and obtain ([AfXK)]*)~£M'([K]*). Apply
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(5.13) and (5.14); this gives [A3r'(K)]*£M'([K*D which is, according to the

latter part of Theorem 7, just (5.12).

Consider the family K where K(t) = X(t)E. By (5.11) and (5.12) we have

M*{X{t)E) 2 M(A(i)F*) = M(X(t)E*) 2 Af*(A(r)F).

On the other hand, from property (VIb),

M*(X(t)E) = p.E* = pE* = M*(X(t)E)

for some constant p. > 0. Hence

(5.15) M*(X(t)E) = M(X{t)E*) = pE*

for any linear subspace L.

One important consequence of (5.15) is this: if L is a one-dimensional subspace,

then p, has the form p = MP(X(t)) by Theorem 6. The index/? is independent of the

choice of L since this is true of p. This permits us to define an index of any power

mean M; we take it to be /? when this is the index of M for families in Dx and for

the special families X(t)E in Dn. Of course, this agrees with the indexing of A/p

and A/p in view of (5.6). When we have finished the characterization theorem, it

will follow that p. will have the form indicated for all the families considered in

(VIb).

Theorem S.IfM is a power mean and its index is p, then A/P(K) £ M(K) £ MP(K)

for each bounded, measurable family K of convex bodies. There is equality on both

sides if K(t) = X(t)K almost everywhere in Txfor some convex body K.

Let L be an arbitrary, one-dimensional, linear subspace. By Theorem 6

(5.16) A/(K*) = A*„(K*)

since M has index /?.

We next show that

(5.17) MP(K) = [JMP(K*)

where, throughout this proof, unions are to be taken over all choices of L. Indeed,

Aifp(K*) is the interval of points x in L for which M'_p(F(x, t))^ 1 where F(x, t)

is the distance function of K(t) and, consequently, that of A*(i) when x is restricted

to L. By definition A/P(K) is the convex closure ofthat star body which is the union

of such intervals. Thus (5.17) is established.

From inequality (5.11) we have

MÍK) = (J A/*(K) 2 Ö MQSL*) = \J A/P(K*);

the final equality comes from (5.16). We couple this with (5.17) and obtain, for

any K in Dn,

(5.18) A/ÍK) 2 MP(K).
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To obtain the remaining inequality, let M' be the conjugate mean to M; M' has

index —p and so, by (5.18), AT(K)2A/_P(K) for any K in Dn. Taking polar

reciprocals reverses this inequality; we then use the latter part of Theorem 7 and

(3.14) to get Af(K)£A/p(K) for the family K in Dn.

It has been noted already in (5.6) that, when K has the special form K(t) = X(t)K

for almost all t, then MP(K) = ltip(K) = MP(X(t))K. The inequalities just established

show that for such families we have Afp(K) = M(K) = A/p(K) = Mp(A(r))A: for any

power mean M. In particular, as a generalization of property (VI) we have: if

K(t) = K over Tx for some fixed convex body K, then M(K) = K.

We close this section with a comment on condition (VIb). The condition was

used twice: first to prove Theorem 6 and second to prove (5.15). In the first case,

(VIb) is only required to hold for all families K of the special form in Dx ; in the

second case, for all families of concentric spheres in Dn, n = 1, 2,.... Thus we need

only assume: (VIb'). Suppose K is a family in Dn of the special form K(t) = X(t)K

where A is a fixed convex body. Then A/(K) = pK for some p > 0 if (a) n = 1, or (b)

K=E, «=1,2,....

On the basis of those cases of equality mentioned in Theorem 8, we see that

necessarily M satisfies (VIb) whenever it satisfies (I) through (VIb').

6. This section is devoted to analogues of the inequalities of Jensen and Jessen.

For Jensen's inequality we have :

(6.1) Mp(K)çM,(K),       Airp(K) £ A/„(K)   whenever/? á q

for any family in Dn, « = 1,2,.... The proof is immediate. Let H(x, t) be the support

function of K(t), then Mp(H(x, t))-¿Mlq(H{x, t)) over Än by Jensen's inequality

(1.2). In view of the partial ordering of convex bodies induced by that of their

support functions, mentioned in §1, this last inequality is equivalent to the first

half of (6.1). If F(x,t) is the distance function K(t), then, since —p^—q,

MLp(F(x, r))äA/i_q(F(x, t)). By referring to the partial ordering of convex bodies

induced by that of their distance functions, we establish the latter part of (6.1).

Because bounded, monotonie sequences of convex bodies have unique limits in

the sense of the deviation 8, cf. [10, p. 152], and because from b0E^K(t)^bxE

we deduce

b0E £ A*P(K) £ A/P(K) £ bxE,

the inequalities (6.1) suggest the examination of the limits of the means A/P(K),

Aifp(K) as p tends to ±oo.

To this end we define two convex bodies y(K) and T(K) associated with a

bounded, measurable family K over F in the following way. Let C be a convex

body such that

(6.2) K(t) £ C
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for almost all t. The intersection of all such sets is T(K). In a similar fashion, let c

be a convex body such that c^K{t) for almost all t. The convex closure of the

union of all such sets c is y(K). From the order-reversing character of polar

reciprocation and from \J C=((~) C)~ it is seen that

(6.3) y(K) = f(K).

We claim that

(6.4) lim MP(K) = lim MP(K) = T(K),   lim   MP(K) =   lim   MP(K) = y(K).
P-.00 P-.00 P-* — CO P-* — 00

In virtue of inequality (5.7) and the monotonie character of Mp and Mp in p,

only the two right-hand equalities must be shown; further, equations (6.3) and

(3.3) show that the second of these follows from the first.

If O is the distance function of C, by (6.2) we have F(x, r)2t 0(x) for almost all

t and for each x in Rn. The value of the distance function of the intersection of

such sets C at x is sup {®(x)} ; this is to say, the distance function of T(K) has

eff sup F(x, r) as its value at x. By the convention mentioned in §1, we conclude

that the distance function of T(K) is Mix(F(x, t)) = limp^x Mlp(F(x, t)) which

gives the desired equality.

In case K is piecewise constant and if {K¡},j=0, I.m, is its range, then

r(K) = LK,       Y(K) = C]Ki.
i 1

For Jessen's inequality we are concerned with a family K of convex bodies in

Rn defined over TxT' where F, F' denote, as usual, compact topological groups

with Haar measures so normalized that Fand F' each have total measure one. The

Haar measure for TxT' is the product measure. We assume K is a bounded

family in the same sense as before and that it is measurable over F x T'. By definition

the distance function F(x, t, t') of K is measurable over TxT', and, by Fubini's

theorem, the means A7'_p(F(x, r, r')) exist for almost all values of /' in T. For

such t ' we form

(6.5) C(t') - Ml(K(t, t')),

that is the convex closure of the set of points x in Rn for which Af_p(F(x, t, f')) = 1-

Over the remaining set of t '-values, which is of zero measure, we may set C(f') = 7C0

where K0 is some convex body lying between the bounds for K. In this way we

obtain a family of convex bodies C over F' which is bounded and measurable

according to Theorem 4 taken together with Fubini's theorem. Thus we may form

Mg (C) = M\ MP(K) ; clearly the choice of 7C0 does not affect the determination of

this mean.

In like fashion we may form MpM^iK).

Let us consider the family K and take C to be defined as before except that in

(6.5) we write Ê for K. By the corollary to Theorem 3, K and C are bounded,
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measurable families; according to (3.3), the family C is described by

C(F) = Ml,(K(t, r')).

We form MQ'(C) and take the polar reciprocal which gives, again by (3.3),

M'lqMLpiK). In the same way we may form MLpMiq(K). It is convenient to write

p and q for —p and —q.

Our analogues of Jessen's inequality will be:

(6.6) A/¿'A/P(K) £ MPMq\K)   if p £ q,   q à 1 ;

(6.7) A#A#(K) S A#A5rí'(K)   if /> á ?,   íSÍ-1.

It should be noted that the analogy is incomplete: in the first case due to the final

restriction on q, in the second case due to that on p. In fact, we shall show that

these inequalities fail to be true generally without some such limitations. We

assume the indices to be finite.

The validity of either (6.6) or (6.7) entails the validity of the other. This is

shown by a polar reciprocation argument; we shall show that (6.6) implies (6.7)

and it will be clear that the same reasoning gives the reversed implication.

Assume (6.6) in the form

Mi.Mi^K) 2 MlpMiq(K)   for/? ?£ q,   p g -1.

Take polar reciprocals; this reverses the inequality and a double application of

(3.4) yields (6.7). It follows also that whenever one of these inequalities fails to be

true without the final index restriction, so does the other.

We now prove (6.6). Since q^\, the support function of Mq(K(t, t')) is

Mq(H(x, t, t ')) for almost all t. We form the half-spaces h(u) described by

(x,u)£ MpMq\H{u,t,t'));

their intersection, over all u in BE, is MpMq(K). We next form, for almost all /',

the half-spaces (x,u)f¿Mp{H(u,t,t')). Let H'(x,t') be the support function of

their intersection over all u in BE. Then MqMp(K) is the intersection, over all u

in BE, of the half-spaces «'(«) described by (x,u)^Mq(H'(u, t')). Because

H'(u, t')^MP(H(u, t, /')), for almost all t', we have

Mq\H'(u, t')) Í M!;Mp(H(u, t, t')).

By Jessen's inequality, since pfí q,

MqMp{H{u, t, t')) ï MpMq\H{u, t, t')).

These last two inequalities imply that «'(h)ç//(w) for each u in BE. From this (6.6)

follows by taking intersections over BE.

The following example is intended to show that (6.7) is not always true if — 1 </?.

More precisely, we shall construct a family K such that if/?, q are any two positive

numbers satisfying /?< q, then for this family (6.7) is reversed. Further, there are

nonpositive/?> — 1 and choices of q>p for which (6.7) is reversed.
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Let K0 be the convex closure of the points (±1,0), (0, ±ctn 90), 0<80<tt/2,

in R2. Direct computation shows that the distance function F0 of K0 is defined by

F0(x) = ||x|| |cos(0-0o)|/cos0o

where 8 is such that (cos 8, sin 8) is the vector x/||x|| if ||x|| /0. Let p(t') signify a

rotation of R2 about (0, 0) through 2nt' radians. We define the family K over the

square :

0 ^ t Ú 1,       0 ^ t' ^ 1,

by
K(t, t') = p(t')K0   for 0 ^ t ¿ 1/2,   OSí'ál;

= P(t'-1/4)- K0,   forl/2<fgl,   Oáí'íl.

The distance function of K(t, t') is, correspondingly,

F(x, r, f') = ||x|| |cos(ö-e0-27rF)|/cos ö0,

=  ¡|x|| |cos (9— 80 — 2-rrt' + tt/2)\/C0S 80.

The mean M^{K{t, t')) is a circle whose radius r{80) is independent of t. Let e

be the point (1,0); then the radius is given by

F~\e, t, t') dt'\     = cos dJ- cos"* </- <#]   »

when q=£0. Clearly MPMQ'(K) is this same circle.

We now form Mp(K(t, t')). From the supposition that/>> -1, it can be shown

with the aid of Minkowski's inequality that this set must be a square with vertices

( ± c, 0), (0, ± c) where

\/c = ([F-»(e,0, t') + F-\e, 1, t')]l2)~^,
or

c = ([l+ctnp 80]I2)1IP = cos Öo/([sin"p öo + cos"" 0o]/2)-1/p.

In turn ^A7P(K) is a circle of radius r'(80). To find r'(&0) we note that if in the

description of K0 we set ö0 = tt/4, we have a figure similar to A7P(£(r, /')). From

this it follows that r'(80) = cr(Tr/4).

Consider [r(0o)]9 in the case ¿¡r>0. By L'Hospital's rule

2 rii'2-»o
lim  /-"(Öq) =   lim  - cos-'i/ií/iA/sec8 6>o

9o->i/2 »o-jt/2 "■ J-e0

=   lim   2(cos - ' ö0 - sin - " 0O)/? see5 ö0 tan 0O
90->j¡/2

=   lim   2 etn 0O(1 -etn" ö0)/t7-c = 0.
00->n/2

Hence, for q>0, limSo_,n/2 r(80)=0. On the other hand r(-n-/4)>0 and, for p>0,

the first representation of c shows that limflo^^/2 c = 2_1,p. Thus, by taking 8Q

sufficiently near tt/2, we have r'(80)>r(80). In short, given p, q such that 0<p<q,

we can choose 80 so that M^MpiK) 2 AÍPA/¿'(K)-
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The function g{80) = \n [r'(80)/r(80)] is analytic near 80=tt/4 and, because c=l

when 6q=tt/4, g(-7r/4) = 0. Direct calculation, with the aid of the second representa-

tion of c, gives

g(6o) = [(p + 2) - 2,,2/£"4 cos " " "A #] (öo --/4)72 + • • • .

The index q is restricted by q > -1 ; therefore by Jensen's inequality

4        cos 0 (/«/t/tt-      <   4        sec" i/j d<p/ir)     ^   max   sec</r = \/2.
Jo / \    Jo / 0S*Sn/4

Consequently

(4/w)« +1 g 2"2 / f"'  cos - « <f> d>fi s 4/tt,   for ? g 0.

We apply this inequality to the leading coefficient in the expansion of g(8Q). This

shows that if (4¡n)~2<p<q<0, then, for 80 sufficiently close to n/4, g(80) is

positive and so r'(80)>r(90). However/» and q need not be of the same sign. Thus

there are q, positive but small enough, such that we can select a negative p which

satisfies p>(4/Tr)Q + 1— 2. For such p, q and for 80 sufficiently close to n/4, (6.7) is

again reversed.

It seems quite likely that the restriction on p in (6.7) and on q in (6.6) cannot be

lightened.

From (6.7) we can prove a Brunn-Minkowski type theorem. Let K be a bounded,

measurable family of convex bodies in Rn over T. We form the family C over

Tx0tnx3iï'n_p defined by C(t, p, p') = p -K(t)/p-Ln_p in accordance with the

notation in the last part of §4. For/; = 0, 1,..., «— 1 we have by (4.5)

M'([Wp(K(t))/Kn]^-»)En,p = MlMz^M'-piC),

in virtue of property (VIb). Suppose q^ — l; then we may apply (6.7) twice to

obtain

(6.8) M^MrpMCpiQ 2 MrpMSipMq(C).

We next use (5.12) and the fact that

Mq(P'K(t)) = p'-Mq(K(t))

to get

(6.9) Mi-ptöS'-pÜHQ 2 m-pMCP(p'-Mq(K(t))/p-Ln-p).

Again by (4.5) the last expression is [IFp(A^(7£(0)/'<n]1,<n-,')Fn-p. Hence (6.8) and

(6.9) yield

W^-^(Mq(K(t))) Ú Mq(W^-"XK(t))),   q S -1.

This inequality was proved, less systematically, in [5], [6], and [7] ; the cases of

equality can be found there.
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7. We define a system of power means to be a collection of power means {Np}

of families of convex bodies, one for each index/? satisfying —oo</?<co, which

are continuously and monotonically dependent on /?. We have

lim   NP(K) = y(K),        lim NP(K) = T(K)
P-* — 00 P-* 00

in virtue of Theorem 8 and the corresponding limit relations (6.4) for Mp and A/p.

Therefore Np is monotonie increasing in p, (in the wide sense), and so fulfills

Jensen's inequality

NP(K) £ Nq(K)   when p ^ q.

We have seen that the collections {Mp} and {A/p} each form a system of power

means. These are not the only possible systems however; we shall construct other

systems of power means in this section. At the same time, two collections of power

means will be displayed which satisfy all the requirements for a system except that

in one case Jensen's inequality is not fulfilled and in the other case the continuity

assumption is not satisfied. This will show the independence of these assumptions.

Let us begin with a comment on inequality (5.7): there are cases of strict

inequality. To see this, take T=TX, p = 0, and

(7.1) K(t) = K   for O á t < \,       K(t) = K   for \ ^ 1 á 1.

For this family (5.7) reads

A*0(A, K; i) £ M0(K, K; *).

Suppose there is equality for all convex bodies K; then

M0(K, K; i) = ti0(K, A; |) = M0(K, K; \) = [M0(K, K; \)r

by the symmetry property (III) of A^0 and (3.3). This equality asserts that

A/0(A, K; \) is always its own polar reciprocal with respect to F. But E is the only

convex body with this property. Now if H and F are the support and distance

functions of A, then til0{K, Â; V) is the convex closure of that star body whose

distance function is (//F)12. On the other hand, the only star body which has E

as its convex closure is E itself. Hence we would have to have, for any convex body

K,
(//(x)F(x))1'2 = ||x||    for all x in Rn.

For a specific counterexample, take A to be the cube of points x for which

F(x) = max{|x1|,..., |x"|}g 1 and, for this choice of A, H(x)=*\x1\+■ ■ - + \xn\.

Therefore there are cases of inequality in (5.7). The continuity of Mp and A/p in /?

and K shows that this is not an isolated instance.

The result may be viewed in another light. Let /be any positive, measurable,

bounded function over F which is bounded away from zero. Then the function /

defined over F by j\t) = \/f(t) is also of this character and we have

(7-2) Mp(f) = M.p(f)
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where, for a>0, â= \/a. Thus the geometric mean of real-valued functions may be

said to be self-conjugate. As we have seen (7.2) is not true for the power means Mp

or A/p of families of convex bodies. Several of the systems of means constructed

in this section will have the analogue of property (7.2).

Let 0 be an infinite sequence of real numbers 0O, 6X,..., dk,... which satisfy

0 ̂  0, ̂  1 and suppose 0 has a limit 0. Further take K to be a bounded and

measurable family of convex bodies over F. Set

Co = MP(K),       Co = A/P(K)

and define inductively

(7.3)       c, = m,{c}.u c;_i; 0,_i),     c; = tit¿c,-lt c;_i; *,_>)

for j= 1,2,....

From (5.7) we have C'^Cj-, therefore

C, = M,(C,-U C;_x; 0,_i) £ A/„(C,_tt C,_i; 0,-0 = C¡_x,

c; = Mp{c}_x, c;_i; i,_i) 2 mp(c;.x, c;_i; *,_o = c,.x

by properties (II) and (IV) in its generalized form following (5.19). To summarize:

(7.4) C'i^^C',^ Q £ C,_!.

The two sequences [C]}, {C,} of convex bodies are monotonie and bounded by

C0, C'0. Hence they have limits C and C respectively which satisfy

(7.5) C'0^C £ C £ Co,

cf. [10, p. 152]. Let F', F be the distance functions of C, C.

If 0m is one for some index m, we conclude from (7.3) and the generalized

property (IV) as well as (7.4), that all the subsequent members of the sequences

{Q, {C;} are just C'm. In this case C=C' = C'n.

In a similar fashion, if 0m is zero for some index m, C=C = Cm.

Next suppose that 0 < 0, < 1 for all j and that 0 ?M. From the continuity of

A/P(A"0, Kx ; 0) in (A0, Kx ; 0), we deduce

lim A/p(Cy_!, C;_x; »,_!> = ÑP(C, C'\ 0) = C.

Therefore A/_P(F, F'; Ö) is the distance function of a star body contained in C,

and so F'(x)g A/_p(F(x), F'(x); 0). Since 0^1, this implies that F'(x)^F(x) over

Än which, taken together with (7.5), gives C'-C.

If 0=1, then C=MP(C, C; 1) = C as before.

In all these cases we denote the common limit C by ATp(K|0). When 0¡ = 0 for

ally we will write the number 0 for the sequential symbol 0.

The principal result in this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 9. The collection {NP(K\&)} forms a system of power means for each

sequence 0 of the type allowed, i.e., for each real, finite p, N„(K\ 0) possesses
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properties (I) through (VIb) and, for each K, NP(K\ 0) is continuous and monotonie

in p.

First we demonstrate properties (I) through (VIb).

(I) Suppose {K,} is a sequence of families in Dn which converges to a family K

in Dn over TV. By the continuity of Mp and Mp, we know that the sequences

{MP(K;)} = {Co0)}   and   {^(K,)} = {C0«>}

converge to C0 = MP(K) and CÓ = MP(K) respectively. From this we next prove

that, given e positive and less than one, there is an n(e) for which

(7.6)   (l+e)C02 C¿'>;   (1-£)C0SC0«;   (l+e)C¿ 2 C0«>;   {\-e)C'0 £ C¿"\

whenever j > n(e).

Consider the first pair of (7.6). The convergence of {C0rt} to C0 implies the

existence of an n0(e) such that, for j>n0(e), we have 5(C0, C0y)) < e i.e., C0 + eF2 C^',

C0,) + eF2C0. Since ¿„/fSÄXO^i^, ¿>0F£7v(r)£¿>iFfor some positive ¿>0, ¿>i, we

deduce b0E^C0 and so (1 + e/60)C02Co,). Similarly from b0E^Ckfí, we obtain

(1 +e/è0)Co>)2C0. From this last inequality we have

O" 2 (l-e/[A0 + *DCo 2 (l-e/A0)C0.

Hence, for j>n0(b0e) we have the first pair of inequalities in (7.6).

The second pair is treated similarly and holds for j>nü{elb1); finally take

«(e) = max {«o(V)> "o(e/*i)}-

By an inductive argument, it follows that

(l+e)Ck m Mp((l+e)Ck^, (l+.XS.j; 9k_J 2 MP{C^, a%; 9k_{) = CJP

and, in like fashion,

(î-eXVço», (íiejc^c;"1, (i-e)c¿sc¿«>,

for A: = 1, 2,..., from the set monotonicity of Mp and Mp. Consequently, for

j>n(e)

(1-«)C S CU) = lim C¿°,       (l+e)C 2 Cw.

Therefore

lim C<» = lim Vp(K,|0) = C = NP(K\6)

as was to be shown.

(II) For the set monotonicity of 7VP suppose K^O^K^t) over Tx. Then, from

the monotonicity of Mp and Mp, we have

Ce" = ^p(Kx) £ Co2* - 71/P(K2),       C¿<» = MP(K,) £ C0(2> = MP(K2).

By the obvious induction argument, we conclude that  C)1)sCj2), Cy(1>£C;<2>,

for all / whence

C(1> = Vp(Ki|0) S C(2) = 7VP(K2|0).
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(III) and (V) both follow from the fact that the sequences {C,}, {C¡} generated

from K are equal, term by term to those generated from K'.

(IV) All the elements of {Ck}, {Ck} are F; hence so is NP(K\8).

(Via) From MP(XK) = XC0, ÑP(XK) = XC¿, the property follows by an inductive

argument.

(VIb) From

Mp(X(t)K) = pC0,       Mp(X(t)K) = pC'o

we have the same conclusion as in (VIb).

For the monotonicity in /? we demonstrate Jensen's inequality

(7.7) NP(K\@) £ NQ(K\&)   when/?<9.

By (6.1), forp<q

C'oip) = A/P(K) £ Mq(K) = Có(q)   and    C0(p) = MP(K) £ Mq(K) = C0(q).

Hence

dp) = Mp(C0(p), Có(p); 0O) £ Mq(C0(p), C0(p); 0O)

£ A*,(C„(t7), C0(q); 0O) = Cx(q),

and similarly Cx(p)^Cx(q). In this way we establish inductively

Clp) £ C'lq)   and    Clp) £ C&),   /= 1,2,....

Consequently in the limit we obtain (7.7).

The continuity of C(/?) = Ar„(K|0) is left. First note from the definition (2.11) of

8 that, if A"'£A^'£Aare three convex bodies, then

(7.8) S(A', A) ¿ 8(K", A).

Let /? be a given real number and suppose e > 0 to be preassigned. Since {Clp)}

and {C'lp)} converge to C(p), there is an index k such that

(7.9) 8(Ck(p), Ck(p)) < e/5.

Hence, by (7.8) and (7.4),

(7.10) 8(C(p), Ck(p)) < e/5.

Next, we have already seen that A/P(K) and A/P(K) are continuous in p and, in

the same discussion, that the corresponding elementary means MP(K0, Kx ; &),

Alp(K0, Kx ; #) are continuous in (/?, A0, Kx, &); this permits us to conclude induc-

tively that Ck(p), Ck(p) are continuous in /? and so we may choose an index q0 >p

such that:

8{Ck(p), Ck(q0)) < e/5,        8(Ck(p), Ck(q0)) < e/5.

From this and the monotonicity of Ck(p), Ck{p) in/?, we have by (7.8):

(7.11) 8(Ck{p), Ck(q)) < e/5,       KCUp), Ck(q)) < e/5,
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for all q satisfying p<q-£q0. By (7.9), (7.11), and the triangle inequality for S we

obtain, for the same q, 8{Ck{q), Ck(q)) <3e/5. With the same argument that gave

(7.10) we deduce

(7.12) 8(C(q), Ck(q)) < 3«/5.

By the triangle inequality and (7.10), the first part of (7.11), and (7.12) we get

finally

(7.13) 8(C(p), C(q)) < e

for all q satisfyingp <q ^q0. In the same way, there can be found a q'0 <p such that,

for all q satisfying q'0^q<p, we have (7.13); from this we have the desired con-

tinuity.

With some modifications the preceding result can be extended to cover the

following situation : we suppose 0 to be a sequence of nonincreasing functions of p

which are equicontinuous at each finite p and converge to a continuous limit

function. Then 7VP(K| ©(/?)) ¡s continuous in/?. The only alterations in the argument

come in the inductive proof that Ck(p), Ck(p) are continuous in p and in the

demonstration that these sets are monotonie in p. For the first the equicontinuity

of 0 is needed; for the second, the monotonie character of the elements of 0.

From (7.5), and in harmony with Theorem 8, we have

MP(K) = VP(K|1) £ NP(K\Q) £ 7VP(K|0) = MP(K).

These inequalities can be generalized considerably. We write 0^0' if 8\ — 8j

is nonnegative, for all/ The generalization is this: if 0^0' then

(7.14) Arp(K|0')£iVP(K|0).

As a preliminary we remark that if K0 and Kx are two convex bodies such that

7^27^ then the elementary means MP(K0, Kx\ &), MP(K0, Kx; &) decrease mono-

tonically from K0 to K1 as & goes from 0 to 1. This is an immediate consequence

of property (II) with the use of piecewise constant families K defined by

Kit) = K0   for 0 ¿ t ^ &,      K(t) = ÄV   for » < t S 1.

To form the right and left sides of (7.14) we begin in both cases with C0 = MP(K)

2 MP(K) = Co, and next form

Ci(0„) = MP(C0, C'0; 80),       Ci(0„) = MP(C0, Co; 00)

and, similarly, C^d'o), C1(0O). Since 80 ̂  8'0 by the monotonicity property just

mentioned

Cx(d0) 2 Cx(ff»),       C'xiß0) 2 Cm).

We now form

C2(60, 8,) = M¿Cx{00), Ci(flo); 0i),        C'2(90, 8,) = MP{CX(80), C[{80); 8,)
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and similarly C2(0O, 0X), C2(0'o, 0X), C2(0'o, 0'x), C2(8'0, 0'x). From property (III) and

the set monotonicity in the parameter & we obtain

C2(0O, 0i) 2 C2(00, 9X) 2 C2(00, 0i),        C2(0O, 0x) 2 C2(0O> 0x) 2 C2(0ó, 0i)

since 0X ̂ 0i. The proof of (7.14) can be completed inductively.

Consider the sequences {<?,'}, {€,). We have

c; = [mp(c,-x, c;_lf i,_or = ^-p(Q-i, c;_i; 0,^)

= a/_p(c;_1, ¿,_i; 1-^.0

from (3.3). In the same way Cj = tá_p(C'j_x, C}-x; \ — 0¡-x). The limit of these

sequences is seen to be the result of joint iteration using the means A/_p and

Aif_p together with the sequence 0: 1 — 0O, 1 — 0l5..., 1 — 0,-,..., and beginning

with the means

Co = [A*P(K)r = A/_P(K),        C0 = [A/p(K)r = A/_P(R).

Thus the common limit is Ar_p(K|0).

On the other hand Um,..«, C; = C=7VP(K|0) which gives VP(K|0) = A^_P(K|Ô)

or, finally, by taking polar reciprocals,

(7.15) Vp(K|0) = #_P(K|0).

We call a system of means {NP(K)} self-conjugate if for each/? and each bounded

and measurable family K of convex bodies over F: VP(K) = 7V_P(K). To construct

some self-conjugate systems, let {8}(p)} = ©(/?) be a sequence of nonnegative,

monotonie, nonincreasing functions which are equicontinuous over any finite

/?-interval. We suppose that the sequence converges to a continuous limit 0(/?)

and that

(7.16) 0lp) + 81 -p) = 8{P) + 0( -p) = 1.

It is easily seen that for each p the sequence is of the type allowed in the formation

of jVp(K|0); set 1Vp(K) = Vp(K|0(/?)). Thus for each/?, ^(K) is a mean and by

our extended continuity property, the collection {jA^K)} depends continuously

on p.

To prove Jensen's inequality we apply (7.7) and (7.8): for p<q we find

XNP(K) = Np(K\Q(p)) £ Np(K\Q(q)) £ JV,(K|0(?)) = ^(K)

since the elements of 0(/?) are nonincreasing in /?.

Hence {iNp(K)} is a system. By (7.15)

XÑ-P{K) = ÁLP(K| ©(-/?)) = Np(K\0(-p)) = Np(K\Q(p)) = XNP(K).

The next to the last equality comes from (7.16) and the definition of 0. Thus

{XNP(K)} is a self-conjugate system.

When/? = 0, (7.16) shows that 0/0) = \. Hence if K is the family described by (7.1)

^(K) = iV0(K|i) = #„(K|i) = E
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since the convex body is self-polar. Here we have used the symmetry property of

xNq. Thus, for this system, the geometric mean of a convex body and its polar

reciprocal is the unit sphere.

We close with two examples of collections of means which are not systems. The

first, dA/piK)} satisfies all the requirements excepting continuity in p; the second,

{2MP(K)} satisfies all the requirements excepting Jensen's inequality is not always

fulfilled. We set

,MP(K) = MP(MP(K), ytfp(K); #,(/>)),   i = 1, 2.

For i?! we choose &x(p) =1 for p < 0, ¿M/?) = 0 for p ä 0.

We have noted at the beginning of this section that there are families K for

which

(7.17) M0(K) c M0(K).

Then for q0>0, but small enough, we have M„0(K)^M0(K) in virtue of the con-

tinuity of Mq in q. Let &2(p) = 0 for/?<0, &2{p)=plq0 for 0^p^qo, &2(p)=l for

p>q0- From the foregoing discussions {2MP(K)} is a collection of means which

depend continuously on p. However, for the family satisfying (7.17):

2M0(K) = Mo(K) $ Mqa(K) = 2Mqo(K).
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